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April 12, 2013 
 
 

HFS/Toyon HCRIS Website Update Notification 
 
 

This main reason for today's update is to release the My Provider Roll Up feature and add additional 
documentation to our User Manual. 
 
The My Provider Roll Up feature is found under Tools.  The feature defaults to your primary provider and 
then compares to other providers.  The filter criteria can be used to create a pool of providers that you want 
to compare to.  This feature is being released with one comparison report for PPS providers.  Let us know 
which other comparisons you would like to see added to this feature. 
 
We've added more information to our User Manual.  As requested by many users we have added the data 
specifications to the Snap Shot Reports.  The .pdf of the manual can be downloaded or viewed under 
Support | Manual. 
 
  
Release Notes 
 
Advanced Search and Extract - Total IP Service Reimb are appearing correctly on both the IP PPS Dashboard 
and the Advanced Search and Extract. (D001-00-006931) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract - Now when searching and filtering through this tool, you can directly add a 
provider to My Provider List. (D001-00-007107) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract - when extracting a complete worksheet, data now lines up appropriately 
under the correct headings and headings have re-formatted. (D001-00-007305) 
 
CAH Dashboard - Corrected the calculations for the Outpatient Charges, Inpatient Charges, and the Inpatient 
Swing Bed Charges. These are now calculating correctly. (D001-00-006772) 
 
Gen Interface - Removed extra boxes, images and text from the 'Contact Us' page. (D001-00-007293) 
 
Gen- Interface - Updated text on the HCRIS sign in page, removed 'Coming Soon' as it is now a live site. 
(D001-00-007365) 
 
Gen- Interface - Added a look up for forgotten user name. Previously had only password look up option. 
(D001-00-007366) 
 
GME Summary - Updated title of report to match with the left task pane. Title is now GME Summary Report. 
(D001-00-007373) 
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IME Summary - Updated title of report to match with the left task pane. Title is now IME Summary Report. 
(D001-00-007374) 
 
SCH/MDH Report - There was an issue with printing multiple years in several comparison reports. The last 
two years weren't showing up properly. This has been corrected and will now print properly with all fields 
showing up. (D001-00-006814) 
 
My Provider List - When a provider is deleted from My Provider List it will now also be deleted from the 
Provider drop down box within each report. (D001-00-007260) 
 
My Provider List - Updated text that shows after selecting to add a single provider. (D001-00-007368) 
 
My Provider List - Updated text in the description to reflect the appropriate reports. (D011-00-007371) 
 
My Provider Multi Facility Comparisons - The Fiscal Year End programming has been addressed, when 
searching for providers to compare they will populate correctly now. (D001-00-007315) 
 
Wage Data Analysis by CBSA - Updated text to read Federal Fiscal Year. (D001-00-007377) 
 
Wage Data Analysis by CBSA - When select to print to a pdf the file exports an exact copy of the screen, 
basically makes a screen shot of the page you are viewing along with the results. (D001-00-007378) 
 
Wage Data Analysis by CBSA - Updated headings in the excel export, formatted correctly now. (D001-00-
007379) 
 
 


